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Abstract
One hundred and forty four patients with headache as the first presenting symptoms were analysed.
Neither the character, site and extension of headache nor the distribution of other somatic symptoms
were of any help in the diagnosis. The 'site on top' was more frequent in tension headache/ anxiety and
'giddiness' in depression. The diagnostic breakdown was: Depression 58.33%, tension headache/anxiety
33.3%, schizophrenia 6.3% and obsession 2.1% (JPMA 31:276, 1981).
Introduction
Somatization of symptoms are more frequently the presentation of psychiatric illness in developing
countries as reported from Africa (Gordon, 1936; Lambo, 1956; Lambo, 1965; Binitie, 1975) and Asia
(Rao, 1966; Teja et al., 1971; Ahmed, 1969). While the cross cultural aspects of diagnosis and outcome of schizophrenia is receiving attention (WHO, 1975), the identification of depression and anxiety
with florid somatic symptoms in developing countries has been ignored.
According to strict criteria suggested by Feighner et al(1972) almost all the cases of anxiety and
depression would fall into the diagnosis of hysteria if somatic symptoms are given the importance as
they present. The DSM-III (Diagnostic & Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder, 1980) is based on the
syndromes seen in North American and the ICD-9 (WHO, 1978) is rather vague.
Presently in Pakistan the British orientation is determining the diagnostic trend. For the diagnosis of
depression and anxiety such orientation emphasises emotional differentiation with bias to
psychophysiological symptoms for anxiety. This trend, perhaps leads to overdiagnosis of anxiety where
bodily symptoms are predominent.
The purpose of this paper is not to resolve but to identify an aspect of the problem. It was decided to
elicit somatic and associated symptoms in a group of patients presenting with 'headache' as the first
symptom. Clinical diagnosis on the basis of criteria laid down was made and the frequency of
symptoms in the two major diagnostic group is compared.
Headache was selected because it was the most frequent single symptom presented at the out patient.
Headache as the presenting or associated symptom of schizophrenia, depression, anxiety state and
hysteria has been reported from the west as well (Curren, 1939; Lance and Curren, 1964; Merskey,
1980).
Material and Methods
All patients attending the out-patient department of Neuro-psychiatric Unit, Jinnab Postgraduate
Medical Centre, Karachi, during July 1979-February 1980 complaining of headache as the first
symptom were reviewed. They were further screened and selected on the basis of criteria: constant
headache with or without exacerbation, no organicity (doubtful cases were referred to neurology
section of the department), ages between 15-60 years, and minimum of one month duration of
symptom.
All the cases included in this study were evaluated on a prestructured proforma which included sociodemographic characteristics, pattern of headache and associated somatic and biological symptoms. The
clinical diagnosis for schizophrenia, depression and obsession was made on the modified diagnostic

criteria of Feighner etal(1972). The modification for schizophrenia was in the duration of illness i.e. six
months were substituted for one month; and for anxiety state, 'age of onset prior to 40' in section A and
'there must have been at least six anxiety attacks, each separated by at least a week from the other' in
section B was deleted. For tension headache ICD-9 (Psychalgia 307.8) definition was used. In the final
analysis it became difficult to separate anxiety and tension headache. They were therefore merged into
tension headache/anxiety group.
Results
Out of 144 patients presenting with constant headache as the first symptom, only 25 (17.4%) were
males and 119 (82.6%) females. Among females 95 (80%) were married. Mean age was 31 years (69
between 15-30 years, 75 between 31-60 years), 59 (41%) were pre-literate, family income of 105
(73%) was below Rs. 1000/-. The mean duration of symptoms was 32.7 months.
The character, site, extension of headache and frequency of associated somatic and biological
symptoms are given in table I, II, and III.

The diagnostic breakdown was depression 58.3%, tension headache/anxiety 33.3%, schizophrenia
6.3%, obsessive compulsive state 2.1 % (Table IV).

On the basis of symptomatology it was difficult to distinguish between tension headache and anxiety.
The most frequent symptoms as they occur in depression and tension headache/ anxiety were compared
(table V).

Discussion
The majority were married females with an average age of 31 years and duration of headache 32.7
months. The character, site and extension of heachache nor the distribution of somatic symptoms
between depression and tension headache/anxiety was different except 'giddiness' in the former and
'site on top' in the later which were significantly more frequent.
The presentation of somatic symptom was therefore of no help in the diagnosis. The emphasis on
somatic symptoms should not, therefore, lead to the diagnosis of anxiety. In this series more than half
of the patients were diagnosed as depression though Lance and Curren (1964) found one third of their
patients having symptom of depression. The difference could be due to selection criteria.
In Karachi or even in Pakistan depression or anxiety is not an offered symptom but deducted diagnosis
though sometime anxiety finds expression in 'Ghabrahat' and 'Ikhtilaj' (agitation and palpitation). In
fact acceptance of depression is denied-I cannot sleep/eat/go to work because of headache/weakness.
The situation is not for a day or week but for months. If this is the dynamic mechanism of denial and a

form of symptom substitution the diagnosis on the basis of somatic symptoms should be 'hysteria'
according to Feighner's criteria. But for identification of depressive illness and anxiety state, for
reasons of planning treatment, the somatic features had to be ignored. The psychological symptoms in
depression and to a certain extent anxiety could be discerned inspite of denial. The distinction between
anxiety and tension headache was very difficult but the latter could be labelled as conversion hysteria.
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